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Message from the Chairman – Neil Bhaskar
“Inner prosperity is a far-fetched dream for most of us if we devote most of
our time and energy to meeting our daily needs”.
BoDE methodology enables people to establish a sense of safety, security,
and prosperity at the very basic level, and to guide BoDE Cadets to use
these gifts as a “Gateway” to inner sense of fulfilment.

Introduction to BoDE
BoDE Foundation is a not-for-profit educational
institution, that helps current and budding business leaders
to learn the nuances of achieving Economic freedom, and
as a result, turn their attention into creating a positive task
force capable of changing the world.

Blog Post

Viewing Success through Endurance
‘A year that has changed our perspective on
life, altering the benchmark of success’.
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Our Vision
BoDE is an institution of learning. Our philosophy and methodology teaches young minds to
more prosperous and harmonious communities throughout the world.

Our Mission
We are educating a generation of entrepreneurs who will
achieve economic freedom and use that positive
momentum to foster the communities around them and
impact the world. We can only achieve this lofty goal if
our body is strong, and our mind is clear. Safety in the
external world is necessary if we are to seek and find
safety in the inner world.

Khila Suktas, a collection of sixteen (16) mantras from the ancient Sanskrit text called Rig
Veda, guide BoDE professionals throughout their entrepreneurial journey on how to deploy the
forces of inner protection and prosperity to further enrich life in the external world. Khila means,
“the space that gives room to a newly emerging reality.”

Innovations Around

Robots; the new key to entertainment
‘In recent times of consistent rise in COVID-19,
sale of entertainment robots takes a leap’.

Visit us at: https://bodefoundation.org/
Contact us at: info@bodefoundation.org
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